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Manual delineation of only one image in unseen databases 
is sufficient for accurate performance in automated 
multiple sclerosis lesion segmentation
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Background: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) methods are 
being proposed for automated white matter lesion segmentation 
increasing the performance of typical state-of-the-art methods. 
However, their accuracy decreases significantly when using them 
on other image domains that those used for training, showing lack 
of adaptability to unseen imaging data and limiting its applicabil-
ity in non-specialized hospitals.
Aim: To analyze the effect of domain adaptation on multiple scle-
rosis (MS) lesion segmentation, investigating how transferable a 
CNN model is when applied to other unseen image domains.
Methods: An automated lesion segmentation method based on a 
11-layer CNN classifier was firstly fully-trained using 35 T1-w
and FLAIR scans from the MS lesion segmentation challenges
(MICCAI 2008 and 2016). Then, domain adaptation was indepen-
dently evaluated on two different datasets composed of 60 and 61
T1w and FLAIR images from a clinical hospital and from the pub-
lic ISBI2015 challenge, respectively. For each unseen dataset, the
same source model was fine-tuned re-training only the last layers
but using a single image (we tested the use of images with differ-
ent lesion load). The Dice overlap (DSC) coefficient between the
resulting segmentations and manual lesion annotations was com-
pared with respect to the same model when was fully trained on
the target domain and with respect to other methods such as LST.
Results: On the clinical dataset, the performance of the model
fully-trained with data from the target domain was DSC=0.53.
When using the source model without readaptation, the perfor-
mance dropped to DSC=0.25, while when adapting the source
model using a single image the performance ranged between
DSC=[0.30-0.48] depending on the lesion load of the image used.
In all cases, showed a significant increase in the accuracy with
respect to LST (DSC=0.29). On the ISBI2015 challenge, our
fully-trained CNN method was ranked 3rd among 59 methods,
showing human like segmentation performance. Interestingly,
adapted models trained with only one image still yielded a remark-
ably higher performance than other state-of-the-art methods like
LST or lesionToads, showing also a very similar performance to
other CNN models trained on larger number of images.
Conclusions: Domain adaptation allows to use pre-trained CNNs
on unseen clinical settings. A manual delineation of the lesions in
only one image is sufficient to obtain accurate automated lesion
segmentation performances.
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